Aristo D1414 Series Cold Light Head

Enlargers: Durst 8 x 10  
Coverage: 10 x 10 inch

Specifications:
- Case Size:
  - Light Head: 14 1/8" x 14" x 5 5/16"
  - Power Pack: 16 9/16" x 6" x 7 11/16"
- Watts: 40
- Weight:
  - Light Head: 13.4 lbs
  - Power Pack: 28.4 lbs.

D1414 Installation Instructions:
- Connect lamp housing and power pack
- Plug the three prong plug from power pack into the 115 Vac outlet. This controls the heater only. The two prong cord to be plugged into dimmer when this component is used. If the dimmer is not used, the two prong cord can be plugged directly into the timer.
- When dimmer is used plug three prong cord from dimmer into dimmer

Turn on switch labeled thermo Control. This pre warms the unit and maintains the optimum operating temperature around the lamp continuously insuring instant peak intensity at each timed cycle.

Allow unit to warm up approx. 15 minutes prior to making any exposures. To speed up the warm-up process, the lamps may be turned on for approximately 2 minutes.

Do not leave lamps on continuously for more than 5 minutes as unit is designed for intermittent operation only in photographic exposure.

Caution:
Instructions are for guidance only. Aristo/Voltarc will not be responsible for any damage to lamp or lamp housing for items improperly installed.